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The Aim
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• Provide an estimate of the play-based yet-to-find 
potential of conventional hydrocarbons on the entire 
Greenland continental shelf and onshore areas

QC of project results is carried out by the Norwegian 
Petroleum Directorate and GIS-pax

• Help the Greenland authorities and politicians in 
strategic decisions and in planning for future licensing 
rounds 

• Facilitate company business decisions and guide the 
industry towards the most prospective areas, and

• Help defining new derisking G&G initiatives.

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
It is a fair statement to say that resource assessments of frontier exploration regions provide challenges due to the general sparsity of data. Although this also applies to Greenland it has nevertheless been possible to carry out a full-fledged resource evaluation covering the entire Greenland shelf and the onshore areas.We will present the methodology used which incorporates all available industry, GEUS, NUNAOIL and government data, including data from the World-class Greenland onshore analogues.The data have been compiled in a consistent GIS-based play assessment with the aim of providing risk-based, recoverable yet-to-find volumes for all of Greenland, and have been QC’ed by NPD and GIS-paxOriginally the project was initiated mainly to guide government authorities in planning for future licensing rounds and guide industry towards the most prospective areas in Greenland.However, during summer 2021 the Greenland authorities decided to close down all future hydrocarbon exploration activities but it was also decided to finalize the project for posterity, to get an overall overview as long as the expertise is still available



The Methodology I: 
Data compilation and basin modelling
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• Compile all available industry and 
GEUS/MMR/NUNAOIL data on regional geology and 
prospects/leads

• Integrate regional seismic interpretations for 
production of regional depth and thickness maps

• Perform in-house basin evaluation and basin 
modelling

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
The first step in the resource evaluation workflow is to compile all data availble on the stratigraphic and structural framework, the petroleum systems and basin statistics, integrate regional seismic interpretation and finally perform basin modelling



The Methodology I: 
Regional stratigraphic data compilation
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AU1 AU2AU3
West Greenland
• 15 exploration wells
• 9 offshore stratigraphic boreholes
• 250.000 km 2D seismic
• 13.300 km2 3D seismic
• World-class outcrop analogues

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
In West Greenland the seismic 2D data amount to approximately 250 000 km with 3D data covering 13 000 km2.These have been interpreted to provide a consistent seismic stratigraphic framework taking into account the world class analog outcrop data from the Nuussuaq Basin in West Greenland and all available well data from the 15 exploration wells and the 9 offshore stratigraphic boreholes in Baffin Bay. 



The Methodology I: 
Regional stratigraphic data compilation
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
The outcrop data from the Nuussuaq Basin provide important information on the sedimentary response to the various tectonostraphic phases  recognised as significant unconformities that can be followed into the offshore areas and recognised both in well data and in the seismic data.



The Methodology I: 
Play definition
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AU1 AU2AU3

1: L. Miocene

2: M. Eocene - L. Miocene

3: E. Paleocene - M. Eocene

4: Campanian -E. Paleocene

5: Cenomanian - Campanian

6: E. Cretaceous

16: Ordovician

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
So, based on this extensive data compilation 7 plays from the Ordovician to the Miocene have been recognised in West Greenland, and of these the Cretaceous to Middle Eocene plays (plays 3-6) have been assessed.



The Methodology I: 
Regional stratigraphic data compilation
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North-East and 
central East Greenland
• 9 offshore stratigraphic wells
• 59 onshore stratigraphic boreholes
• 115.000 km 2D seismic
• World-class outcrop analogues

in central East Greenland
• Analogue data from Barents Sea 

and Norwegian Shelf

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
In North-East and East Greenland the seismic database is considerably  smaller than in West Greenland amounting to approxiomately 115 000 km of 2D data most of which acquired in relation to the recent offshore exploration activities. No exploration wells are available, but also here the world-class analogue outcrop data ranging from the Devonian to the Palaeogene as well as analogue data from the Norwegian shelf and the Barents Sea provide important information for the interpretation of a consistent seismic stratigraphic framework 



The Methodology I: 
Regional stratigraphic data compilation
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Due to the lack of exploration wells in North-East Greenland the framework for interpreting the offshore data mainly comes from the detailed knowledge of the onshore sedimentary successions here with outcrop examples from the Permian, the Jurassic, showing the correlation to analogues in Norway, and the Cretaceous.



The Methodology I: 
Play definition
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1: L. Neogene
2: M. Eocene - M. Neogene

3: E. Eocene

6: E. Cretaceous – E. Albian

7: Jurassic

9:Permian

11: E. Carboniferous

4: Maastrichtian - Paleocene

5: M. Albian - Campanian

8: Triassic

10: L. Carboniferous

12: Devonian

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
0:20 – 5:10Based on the extensive data compilation, 12 plays from the Devonian to the Neogene have been recognised in East and North-East  Greenland, and of these, the Devonian to Paleocene plays (Plays 4-12) have been assessed



The Methodology I: 
Super-regional seismic stratigraphic interpretation
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Assignment of 
super-regional 
seismic
stratigraphic
sequences and 
correlation with 
recognised plays

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
As mentioned before, a large part of the seismic data have been revisited and interpreted to provide super-regional seismic stratigraphic frameworks with ties to all available well data for both West and North-East GreenlandHere we see to two rather spectacular examples from Baffin Bay and North-East Greenland across the Danmarkshavn Ridge. The seismic stratigraphy has then been correlated with the recognised plays and these data then provide the necessary input for the basin modelling.



The Methodology I: 
Well data compilation
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Reinterpretation of well
data and play assignment

Qulleq-1 AT7-1 Blokelv-1LF7-1

All wells (stratigraphic and 
exploration) added to the 
Player® post drill
evaluation tool for quick
play-based overview and 
dry-well analysis

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Just like the seismic data, all the available wells and stratigraphic boreholes have been revisited and reinterpreted and assigned to the recognised play levels.To evaluate the outcome of the wells, all wells were added to the Player post drill evaluation tool for quick play-based overview and dry-well analysis



The Methodology I: 
Basin modelling
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Cen-Tur SR Maturity West Greenland Baffin 
Bay basin modelling
example
3-6 SRs modelled in 
West Greenland

North-East Greenland 
Danmarkshavn Basin 
basin modelling
example
2-3 SRs modelled in 
East Greenland
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Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
0:45 – 7:05The last step in data compilation was to carry out a regional basin modelling study. The main input was provided by the super-regional seimic interpretations and data from the various known source rocks in West and East Greenlandhere with an example of maturity maps of the Cenomanian-Turonian source rock interval.In West Greenland 6 different source rock intervals ranging from the Ordovician to the Miocene are present and incorporated in the modelling.In East Greenland 3 source rocks of Triassic, Jurassic – earliest Cretaceous and a possible Cenomanian-Turonian source were used.



• Compile all available industry and GEUS/MMR/NUNAOIL 
data on regional geology and prospects/leads

• Integrate regional seismic interpretations for production 
of regional depth and thickness maps

• Perform in-house basin evaluation and basin modelling

• Perform in-house play analysis using Player®

The Methodology II
Play analysis
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Play7_ReservoirPresence 
(Play Risk)

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Finalising the data compilation by  storing data in the Player GIS database it is time to go  to the next step in the resource evaluation workflow and start the play analysis to produce all the relevant Composite Common Risk Segment Maps for all the Assessment Units.



The Methodology II
Standardised risking schemes

Standard risking schemes using a split 
risk approach are developed for:
– Reservoir presence – Proxy: Analogue data, 

interpreted palaeogeography and play 
thickness

– Reservoir effectiveness – Proxy: Burial depth, 
modified if risk of intrusions is anticipated

– Top seal effectiveness – Proxy: Overburden 
thickness, modified in areas with large amount 
of uplift

– Trap presence – Proxy: Possibility to acquire 
high-quality data. 

– Source presence – Proxy: Analogue data, 
interpreted palaeogeography and play 
thickness

– Source maturity – Proxy: Basin modelling data
The latter two provide input to Charge risking.

Total risk is defined by Reservoir 
Presence, Reservoir Effectiveness, Top 
Seal, Trap Presence and Charge.
Phase Risk and Timing are NOT assessed.

Reservoir Presence Play Cond

Outcrop data 100 90
Seismic data suggest Triassic – no well 
control 90 90

Assumed Triassic but below seismic 
resolution 60 90

Below seismic imaging (covered by 
volcanics) 50 90

No data coverage 50 50
Assumed eroded on highs 10 50
Not present (Eroded/Oceanic crust) 0 0

Risk depends on expected GDE in polygon

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
0:35 – 8:00First we developed standardised risking schemes using a split risk approach in order to ensure consistent risk evaluations throughout the entire process. Risks are evaluated taking into account that Greenland is a frontier exploration region with lower confidence levels than in mature exploration areas and therefore generally show a more restricted POS range, although the high-quality data from the onshore regions may provide good constrains especially for the Reservoir Presence inputs.



Trap Presence Play Cond

Major fjords where seismic acquisition 
could produce high-quality data 100 90
Areas where 2D seismic acquisition or 
mapping could provide sufficient data 100 70

Areas covered by a thick volcanic 
succession preventing imaging of 
deeper successions 

100 30

Oceanic crust or play not present 0 0

Top Seal Play Cond

Areas with more than 800 m 
overburden, proven 100 80

Areas with more than 800 m 
overburden, unproven 80 80

Areas with more than 1 km uplift* 50 80
Areas with less than 800 m overburden, 
unproven ** 40 70

Only internal seal present 30 50

Outside play presence area 0 0

The Methodology II
Standardised risking schemes

Reservoir Presence Play Cond

Outcrop data 100 90
Seismic data suggest Triassic – no well 
control 90 90

Assumed Triassic but below seismic 
resolution 60 90

Below seismic imaging (covered by 
volcanics) 50 90

No data coverage 50 50
Assumed eroded on highs 10 50
Not present (Eroded/Oceanic crust) 0 0

Reservoir Effectiveness Play Cond

<3km (<90°C) or documented by outcrop 
studies 100 90

3-4 km (90-120°C) 90 90

4-5 km (120-150°C) 60 70
5-6 km (>150°C and diagenesis) 50 60
>6 km (>150°C) 10 50
Areas with intrusions in play 50 60

Standard risking schemes using a split 
risk approach are developed for:
– Reservoir presence – Proxy: Analogue data, 

interpreted palaeogeography and play 
thickness

– Reservoir effectiveness – Proxy: Burial 
depth corrected for possible uplift and 
modified if risk of intrusions is anticipated

– Top seal effectiveness – Proxy: Overburden 
thickness, modified in areas with large 
amount of uplift

– Trap presence – Proxy: Possibility to acquire 
high-quality data. 

– Source presence – Proxy: Analogue data, 
interpreted palaeogeography and play 
thickness

– Source maturity – Proxy: Basin modelling 
data

The latter two provide input to Charge risking.

Total risk is defined by Reservoir Presence, 
Reservoir Effectiveness, Top Seal, Trap 
Presence and Charge.
Phase Risk and Timing Issues are NOT 
assessed.

Uplift

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
For Reservoir Effectiveness the used proxy is burial depth corrected for possible uplift and possibility of local intrusionsFor Top Seal Effectiveness the used  proxy is overburden thickness, modified for large amount of upliftIn order to assess Trap Risk for use in a Yet-to-Find context the applied proxy is based on the POSSIBILITY to acquire high quality data now and in the future not taking present-day ice cover into account. However, areas covered by thick successions of volcanic rocks are deemed as high risk since all efforts up to now in Greenland have not succeeded in sub-basalt imaging.Finally, the Source Presence maps are derived from analogue data, interpreted palaeogeography and thickness maps whereas the Source Maturity maps are derived from the basin modelling studies. These maps provide input to the construction of the Total Charge Risking maps.The Total Risk maps are generated by multiplication of Reservoir Presence, Reservoir Effectiveness, Top Seal, Trap Presence and Charge.�Phase Risk and Timing Issues have not been  assessed in West and North-East Greenland.



PlayX_SR_Maturity

Kitchens

Define kitchens for all source rock 
intervals based on Source 

Presence/Maturity weakest link 
(minimum risk value) stack

PlayX_SR_PresenceMaturity
_MinStack

Create migration buffers around 
kitchens for all source rock kitchens. 
PlayX_ChargeMigration_PlayX,Y…
Cut out down-dip migration areas.

Fill out risks according to table

PlayX_SR_SourcePresence
_LatCorr_PlayX,Y..

PlayX_SpLatCor_SmLatCor
_PlayX,Y.._MinStack

2

4

PlayX_SR_Presence

Multiplication 
Stack

PlayX_DrainageBasins overlay

Use PlayX_DrainageBasin overlay to establish lateral 
migration corrected SourcePresence and 

SourceMaturity maps for Plays X,Y,Z…

Kitchens

PlayX_DrainageBasins overlay

PlayX_SR_SourceMaturity
_LatCorr_PlayX,Y..

PlayX_ChargeMigration
_PlayX,Y…

Min Risk 
Value Stack

1

2

1

3

PlayX_ChargeComp_PlayY

PlayX_ChargeTotal
_PlayX_Y_Z_Max Stack

PlayX_ChargeComp_PlayZ

Min Risk 
Value Stack

Max Risk Value Stack*

Combined 
Charge Stack for 
all
Source Rock 
Intervals

Down-dip migration

Down-dip migration

The Methodology II
Composite Charge Workflow – Overview (AU1 example)

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
The assessment of Charge Risk is a bit complicated since especially in West Greenland several levels of good source rocks may contribute to common charge.We have therefore developed a Composite Charge workflow that I will run you through in the next couple of slides.Although it appears complicated it is made relatively easy due to the various stacking options in the Player tool.



PlayX_SR_Maturity

Kitchens

PlayX_SR_PresenceMaturity
_MinStackPlayX_SR_Presence

Kitchens

The Methodology II
Composite Charge Workflow – Kitchen definition
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Min Risk 
Value Stack

Maturity Comment Play Risk

Proven Proven by seeps/oil and gas 
shows 100

0-0.55 Immature 30
0.55-0.7 Early oil mature 50
0.7-1.3 Oil Mature 80
1.3-4.0 Gas mature 80
4.0-5.0 Over-mature - intrusives 50

Source Presence Comment Play Risk
Proven by well data/oil 
seeps/oil and gas shows 100

Regional data suggests presence 
of a source rock but without 
well or outcrop calibration

30-90*

Presence unknown 50
Untested basement highs Untested basement highs 30
Tested basement highs Tested basement highs without presence in well 10
Not present Outside play area 0

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
First we start defining possible kitchen areas for the individual source rocks by producing a Weakest Link (that is a minimum risk value stack) of Source Presence and Source Maturity. As you see, also for Source Presence and Source Maturity standard risking schemes have been developed. Note also the regional drainage basins overlay for each play derived from the seismic mapping.



PlayX_SR_Maturity

Kitchens

Define kitchens for all source rock 
intervals based on Source 

Presence/Maturity weakest link 
(minimum risk value) stack

PlayX_SR_PresenceMaturity
_MinStackPlayX_SR_Presence

PlayX_DrainageBasins overlay

Kitchens

PlayX_DrainageBasins overlay

1

Min Risk 
Value Stack

The Methodology II
Composite Charge Workflow – Lateral migration

Create migration buffers around 
kitchens for all source rock kitchens. 
PlayX_ChargeMigration_PlayX,Y…
Cut out down-dip migration areas.

Fill out risks according to table

PlayX_ChargeMigration
_PlayX,Y…

1

Down-dip migration

Down-dip migration

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Next step is to generate lateral migration halos from the kitchen areas. Standardised halos of 30, 60 and more than 90 km have been applied and down-dip migration areas are defined based on the drainage basins overlay.These areas are risked according to the standard risking scheme shown. For proven kitchens – that is where migrated hydrocarbons are known to be present  - play risk is 100. For unproven kitchens in the same play as the reservoir, the proven play is subtracted 10 percent points above the kitchen -  that is 90.and risks increase with increasing lateral distance – 70 for <30 km lateral migration, 40 for 30-60 km lateral migration and so on.Conditional risks also apply.



Migration from Play Y,Z … to Play X

Subtract 10 in Kitchen Play Risk  (X)  
by adjusting Conditional Risk for 
each additional level of vertical 
migration, i.e.

10 for migration from Play 7 to Play 6 
(Play Risk 80), 

20 for  migration from Play 7 to Play 
5 (Play Risk 70) etc. 

PlayX_SR_Maturity

Kitchens

Define kitchens for all source rock 
intervals based on Source 

Presence/Maturity weakest link 
(minimum risk value) stack

PlayX_SR_PresenceMaturity
_MinStackPlayX_SR_Presence

PlayX_DrainageBasins overlay

Kitchens

PlayX_DrainageBasins overlay

1

Min Risk 
Value Stack

Create migration buffers around 
kitchens for all source rock kitchens. 
PlayX_ChargeMigration_PlayX,Y…
Cut out down-dip migration areas.

Fill out risks according to table

PlayX_ChargeMigration
_PlayX,Y…

1

Down-dip migration

Down-dip migration

The Methodology II
Composite Charge Workflow – Lateral migration from deeper source

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
However, if charge comes from a deeper seated source rock, additional risk of vertical charge must also be applied.We have arbitrarily chosen to subtract 10 percent points in play risk for each play level the source is below the actual play assessed. That means, 10 additional percent points are subtracted in play risk in all migration zones if sourcing comes from one level below resulting in a  play risk of 80 vertically above the kitchen, and 10 pp lower for all migration zones. If sourcing comes from two levels below, 20 percent points are subtracted and so on.This stacking produces the play and source specific ChargeMigration Map



PlayX_SR_Maturity

PlayX_SR_SourcePresence
_LatCorr_PlayX,Y..

PlayX_SpLatCor_SmLatCor
_PlayX,Y.._MinStack

2

PlayX_SR_Presence

PlayX_DrainageBasins overlay

Use PlayX_DrainageBasin overlay to establish lateral 
migration corrected SourcePresence and 

SourceMaturity maps for Plays X,Y,Z…

PlayX_DrainageBasins overlay

PlayX_SR_SourceMaturity
_LatCorr_PlayX,Y..

Min Risk 
Value Stack

2

The Methodology II
Composite Charge Workflow – Lateral correction

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
0:30 – 12:35The ChargeMigration map has to be modified by a map showing the actual chance of a mature source rock being present within the drainage basin – the Lateral SR/SM Correction Map.This is provided by a  Weakest Link (that is a Minimum Risk value stack) of maps showing the maximum risk values of Source and Maturity present within each drainage basin area 



PlayX_SR_Maturity

Kitchens

Define kitchens for all source rock 
intervals based on Source 

Presence/Maturity weakest link 
(minimum risk value) stack

PlayX_SR_PresenceMaturity
_MinStack

Create migration buffers around 
kitchens for all source rock kitchens. 
PlayX_ChargeMigration_PlayX,Y…
Cut out down-dip migration areas.

Fill out risks according to table

PlayX_SR_SourcePresence
_LatCorr_PlayX,Y..

PlayX_SpLatCor_SmLatCor
_PlayX,Y.._MinStack

2

PlayX_SR_Presence

Multiplication 
Stack

PlayX_DrainageBasins overlay

Use PlayX_DrainageBasin overlay to establish lateral 
migration corrected SourcePresence and 

SourceMaturity maps for Plays X,Y,Z…

Kitchens

PlayX_DrainageBasins overlay

PlayX_SR_SourceMaturity
_LatCorr_PlayX,Y..

PlayX_ChargeMigration
_PlayX,Y…

Min Risk 
Value Stack

1

2

1

3

PlayX_ChargeComp_PlayY

PlayX_ChargeComp_PlayZ

Min Risk 
Value Stack

Down-dip migration

Down-dip migration

The Methodology II
Composite Charge Workflow – Composite charge from play

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Reaching to this point, the Composite Charge for a play sourced from a given source rock interval is then obtained by multiplying the ChargeMigration map and the LateralCorrection Minímum Stack map.Several Composite Charge maps may be generated depending on how many source rock intervals that could source into the play.



PlayX_SR_Maturity

Kitchens

Define kitchens for all source rock 
intervals based on Source 

Presence/Maturity weakest link 
(minimum risk value) stack

PlayX_SR_PresenceMaturity
_MinStack

Create migration buffers around 
kitchens for all source rock kitchens. 
PlayX_ChargeMigration_PlayX,Y…
Cut out down-dip migration areas.

Fill out risks according to table

PlayX_SR_SourcePresence
_LatCorr_PlayX,Y..

PlayX_SpLatCor_SmLatCor
_PlayX,Y.._MinStack

2

4

PlayX_SR_Presence

Multiplication 
Stack

PlayX_DrainageBasins overlay

Use PlayX_DrainageBasin overlay to establish lateral 
migration corrected SourcePresence and 

SourceMaturity maps for Plays X,Y,Z…

Kitchens

PlayX_DrainageBasins overlay

PlayX_SR_SourceMaturity
_LatCorr_PlayX,Y..

PlayX_ChargeMigration
_PlayX,Y…

Min Risk 
Value Stack

1

2

1

3

PlayX_ChargeComp_PlayY

PlayX_ChargeTotal
_PlayX_Y_Z_Max Stack

PlayX_ChargeComp_PlayZ

Min Risk 
Value Stack

Max Risk Value Stack*

Combined 
Charge Stack for 
all
Source Rock 
Intervals

Down-dip migration
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* The Max Risk Value Stack will be a slightly conservative figure since it only reflects
one SR being effective at a time. 
A stochastic approach would result in slightly higher values

The Methodology II
Composite Charge Workflow – Total Charge from multiple sources

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
Finally,  the Total Charge risk is obtained by producing a Maximum Risk Value stack of all the Composite Charge risk maps that shows which source rock level contributes to charge in a given area with the lowest risk.It should be noted, that this simple stacking provides a slightly conservative number compared to a using a more correct stochastic approach.However, at present the latter is rather difficult to apply and has only been tested in Assessment Unit 1.
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Play4/5_ReservoirPresence 
(Overall Risk)

The Methodology II
Mapping of Play Elements – Baffin Bay example

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
So – let’s look at some examples of CRS-maps that go into our evaluations. Here we see the Reservoir Presence risk map for the Cretaceous plays in the Baffin Bay region in West Greenland. The risk map takes into account the mapped thickness of the play interval and the expected depositional environments based on the knowledge from the onshore outcrops and the seismic interpretations.



Play4/5_ReservoirPresence 
(Overall Risk)
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Play4/5_ReservoirEffectiveness
(Overall Risk)

Volcanic cover –
deep burial/risk of 

intrusions

The Methodology II
Mapping of Play Elements – Baffin Bay example

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
0:15For reservoir effectiveness we used the standard scheme for burial depth with uplift correction if applicable taking special care of areas with high risks of intrusions in play.



Play4/5_ReservoirPresence 
(Overall Risk)
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Play4/5_ReservoirEffectiveness
(Overall Risk)

Play4/5_Topseal
(Overall Risk)

The Methodology II
Mapping of Play Elements – Baffin Bay example

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
For top seal risk, the applied standard scheme relying on overburden thickness  also corrected for uplift if applicable, provides this result



Play4/5_ReservoirPresence 
(Overall Risk)
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Play4/5_ReservoirEffectiveness
(Overall Risk)

Play4/5_Topseal
(Overall Risk)

Play4/5_TrapPresence 
(Overall Risk)

The Methodology II
Mapping of Play Elements – Baffin Bay example

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
TrapPresence should rely on the possibility to acquire high-quality seismic data but this concept was first introduced in a later assessment unit. The risk scheme in Baffin Bay was based on the actual quality and density of the seismic data and therefore looks like this



Play4/5_ReservoirPresence 
(Overall Risk)
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Play4/5_ReservoirEffectiveness
(Overall Risk)

Play4/5_Topseal
(Overall Risk)

Play4/5_TrapPresence 
(Overall Risk)

Play4/5_ChargeTotal_Play4/5_6
_MaxStack (Overall Risk)

The Methodology II
Mapping of Play Elements – Baffin Bay example

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
The TotalCharge map for the play incorporates both an Albian source rock (Play 6) and a prolific Cenomanian-Turonian source rock (Play 4/5) and looks like this.Stacking all these layers in a multiplication stack eventually provides the TotalRisk map for the play.		



Play4/5_TotalRiskStack
(Overall Risk)

Play3_TotalRiskStack
(Overall Risk)

Plays3_4/5_6_TotalRisk_MaxStack
(Overall Risk)

Play6_TotalRiskStack
(Overall Risk)
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The Methodology II
Mapping of Play Elements – Baffin Bay example

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
The TotalRiskStacks for the individual plays look like this eventually producing a Max Value Total Risk Stack showing the areas having the highest POS-values for Total Risk. You will also notice the outlines of leads assigned to the various plays on the map.



From the Greenland Resource Assessment Project (2019)

• Compile all available industry and 
GEUS/MMR/NUNAOIL data on regional geology and 
prospects/leads

• Integrate regional seismic interpretations for production 
of regional depth and thickness maps

• Perform in-house basin evaluation and basin modelling

• Perform in-house play analysis using the Player® tool

• QC of all reported industry/GEUS/NUNAOIL 
leads and prospects and assign them to play 
intervals

• Perform in-house lead/prospect volumes 
and risking using Player®

The Methodology III
Lead evaluation

29

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
So – now the time has come to the Lead Evalution which is the last step before the Yet-to-Find assessment. Here, all industry and in-house data have been QC’ed, and all leads are assigned to a specific play level. Furhermore, lead volume calculations and lead risking is performed.



30

The Methodology III
Lead mapping

Only 3- and 4-way closures
evaluated based on industry and 
own mapping
All assigned to play level

AU2 AU1

AU3 AU4

155 closures

23 closures

79 closures

300 closures

Oplægsholder
Præsentationsnoter
In the Baffin Bay region in North-West Greenland, 79, 3- and 4-way closures have been mapped on modern seismic data and assigned to play level. In central West Greenland, the mapped lead density is stronly influeced by the thick volcanics of the West Greenland Basalt Province.In southern West Greenland, 155 closures have been mapped and the density clearly reflects the areas where exploration activities have been focused during the years.Only in the southernmost part and onshore Nuussuaq, Cretaceous leads can be mapped.Any stratigraphic traps are not included since these are far too risky in a frontier area.And finally, the 300 recognised leads in North-East Greenland are assigned to play levels ranging from the Devonian to the Palaeogene. Exploration has been focused to the southern part of the region due to ice cover. Mapping in the northern part is based on an open and irregular seismic grid.



Volumes of features (leads) where calculated using the 
most recent data and documented mapping from the 
industry, GEUS and NUNAOIL:

1) Volume calculations for mapped leads were made in 
Player® based on area-depth pairs from the top of 
structure to spill-point. Area-depth pairs were derived 
from either:
a): Mapping of the structures in Petrel (GEUS), or
b): Digitizing of closure and contour lines in ArcGIS 
from industry reports

2) Input to volume data is from the industry, typically 
from Licence Relinquishment Reports and TC Meeting 
Presentations, or in-house assessments

3) For identified structures without area/depth pairs 
(unevaluated leads), area yield values have been 
applied Volume calculations for individual leads are 

based on a 50% ”top-to-base fill” distribution 
since source rock quality analyses do not 
support a fill-to-spill scenario

The Methodology III
Methods of Volumetric Evaluation: Stochastic evaluation

Oplægsholder
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The volumes of the individual leads where calculated using the most recent data and documented mapping carried out by the industry, GEUS and NUNAOILStochastic volume calculations are carried out based on industry input or from in-house assessments based mainly on outcrop analog data and include Play Thickness, Net-to-Gross and Porosity. For other values industry standards have been used. Volume calculations for individual leads are based on a 50% ‘top-to-base fill’ distribution since source rock quality analyses in general do not support fil-to-spill scenariosFor identified structures without area/depth pairs (unevaluated leads), area yield values have been applied which can be assessed using the Player tool



Based on play maps, all leads are risked
individually on:
• Reservoir Presence
• Reservoir Effectiveness
• Top Seal (4-way) or Fault Juxtaposition 

(3-way) – Weakest Link for Overall Risk
• Trap
• Charge – The overall, composite risk of 

charge and migration elements is 
reflected in the Charge risk

Prospect (Lead) Specific Chances must be 
assigned manually for each lead according to 
the scheme below
(PRC: Play Repeatability Chance):

Reservoir Presence = PRC
Reservoir Effectiveness = PRC
Top Seal = PRC
Trap = 50 due to poor seismic data
Migration = PRC

The Methodology III
Lead risk assessment and ‘identified’ volume calculation

Oplægsholder
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1:15 – 18:15Based on the risk maps, all leads are risked individually on Reservoir Presence, Reservoir Effectiveness, Top Seal, Trap and Charge providing stochastic values of estimated ultimative recoverables and Mean Risk Volumes for each lead



From the Greenland Resource Assessment Project (2019)

The Methodology IV
Yet-to-Find
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• Compile all available industry and 
GEUS/MMR/NUNAOIL data on regional geology and 
prospects/leads

• Integrate regional seismic interpretations for 
production of regional depth and thickness maps

• Perform in-house basin evaluation and basin 
modelling

• Perform in-house play analysis using Player®

• QC of all reported industry/GEUS/NUNAOIL 
leads and prospects and assign them to play intervals

• Perform in-house lead/prospect volumes 
and risking using Player®

• Perform in-house play-based 
resource assessment using Player®

Oplægsholder
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And now – finally – we have reached the Yet-to-Find assessment in our resource evaluation workflow.Let’s take a look at two examples, one from Baffin Bay in North-West Greenland and one from offshore North-East Greenland
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The Methodology IV
Feature density calculation Baffin Bay

Analog areas are the most extensively explored 
area in the region and provide information on 
expected Feature Density and mean volumes 
in neighbouring areas

Play Area IFD Analog
(#/1000 km2)

IFD Target Area 
(#/1000 km2)

Future FD
Target Area
(#/1000 km2)

6 Cret Basins 15/9.493
1.58 0.42 1.16

Play Area # Identified 
Features –

Target Area

Target Area
FD (#/1000 km2)

6 Cret Basins Target Area
(57,019 km2) 24 0.42

Future Target Area FD (per Play) = 
Analog Area FD - Identified Target Area FD

The identified feature density (prospects identified) in the 
YTF Target Areas is subtracted from the Analog Area FD, to 
provide the predicted density of the remaining, as yet 
unidentified, features

Oplægsholder
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The Yet-to-Find calculation uses a feature density approach where a known feature density (per play) in a suitable analog area is used to calculate the future target area feature density, which simply is the analog feature density minus the already identified feature density in the target area. In this example, there are 24 features already recognised in the Cretaceous Basins Target area which gives an Identified Target Area FD of 0.42.We have chosen to assess the analog FD by looking at the most extensively explored areas in the region- that is where the seismic data density is best – and use the observed feature densities in these areas. In this case, the observed analog FD is 1.58 obtained from the Qamut licence area. Thus, the future FD in the target area is 1.16.
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The Methodology IV
Feature volume calculation Baffin Bay

Analog areas are the most extensively explored 
area in the region and provide information on 
expected Feature Density and mean volumes 
in neighbouring areas

Oplægsholder
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Based on the mapped leads, a mean value of all identified leads per play can be calculated based on the pool size distribution.In these cases a Mean of 368 MMBOE has been calculated for the Cretaceous leads of Plays 4, 5 and 6 and 187 MMBOE for Paleocene leads of Play 3.



Play 3 Play 4

Play 6Play 5

YTF = BlockSize x FD x 
MeanVol x TotalRisk

The Methodology IV
Yet-to-Find calculation Baffin Bay

Numbers are
Mean Risked
Recoverables
MMBOE

Oplægsholder
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In the West Greenland we have chosen to evaluate the assessment unis based on a block grid.The YtF for the unidentified prospectivity is therefore calculated by multiplying the block size,The future feature density,The mean lead volume and total play risk. The total yet-to-find also includes the volumes of the Identified Prospects – all numbers are Mean Risked Recoverables.



Play 3 Play 4

Play 6

Plays 3-6 
Roll-up

Play 5

Total Risked Recoverable
(Mean Case)

~ 9100 MMBOE 

YTF = BlockSize x FD x 
MeanVol x TotalRisk

The Methodology IV
Yet-to-Find calculation Baffin Bay

Oplægsholder
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Finally, the total roll-up provides a clear picture on where future exploration activities should be directed – given the present-day knowledge .



AU4 seismic coverage

Analog area:
Mesozoic structures

13.900 km2

Analog area:
Unstructured
12.300 km2

Analog area:
Cenozoic structures

10.000 km2

Eurekan orogeny:
No features

Onshore areas:
No features

Analog area:
DH Ridge

10.000 km2

Analog area:
Central salt basin

4.500 km2

The Methodology IV
Feature density calculation North-East Greenland

Analog areas are the most extensively explored 
area in the region and provide information on 
expected Feature Density and mean volumes 
in neighbouring areas

Analog Areas have also been defined based on 
difference in structural styles. 

Oplægsholder
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In North-East Greenland, a similar - but slightly different approach - was used to estimate the future target area feature density.Again, the most extensively explored area in the region was used as analog area, but compared to North-West Greenland, the variability in structural styles, and hence expected feature densities appears to be more complex. Thus the explored region has been divided in a central salt basin dominated by salt diapirism, an area with extensive Mesozoic structuring, an area characterised by Cenozoic structuring, areas with very little structuring and finally the strongly uplifted Danmarkshavn Ridge, all having specific feature densities for each play interval.



AU4 seismic coverage

Target area:
Mesozoic structures

42.200 km2

Target area:
Unstructured
26.500 km2

Target area:
Cenozoic structures

50.200 km2

Target area:
DH Ridge
1200 km2

Target area:
Central salt basin

13.000 km2

The Methodology IV
Feature density calculation North-East Greenland

Analog areas are the most extensively explored 
area in the region and provide information on 
expected Feature Density and mean volumes 
in neighbouring areas

Analog Areas have also been defined based on 
difference in structural styles. 

Target Areas also defined based on structural 
style

Oplægsholder
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Based on the feature densities calculated for each play in the Analog Areas, Future Feature Densities in the Target Areas can be calculated as we saw it in the Baffin Bay example.



Play Target Area IFD Analog
(#/1000 km2)

IFD Target Area 
(#/1000 km2)

Future FD Target 
Area

(#/1000 km2)

Mean Volume per 
Feature (MMBOE)

7 Mesozoic structures 1.73 0.33 1.4 152

7 Central salt basin – analog
rem pros 2.0* 0.67 1.33 152

7 Central salt basin - target 2.0* 0.0 2.0 152

7 Unstructured 0.23 0.0 0.23 152

7 DH Ridge 1.4 0.0 1.4 152

7 Cenozoic structures** 0.3** 0.08 0.22 152

* Based on the presence of 9 separate mapped features related to salt domes – not all play levels have recognised leads 
in the area – but are expected to if better data would exist

** Difficult to map deeper play levels in this area. FD for Play 5 in this area is used as proxy for presence of features at 
deeper levels

Analog area:
Mesozoic structures
24 feat - 13.900 km2

Analog area:
Unstructured

5 feat – 22.100 km2

Target area:
Mesozoic structures
14 feat - 42.200 km2

Analog area:
DH Ridge

14 feat - 10.000 km2

Target area:
DH Ridge

0 feat  1200 km2

Analog area:
Central salt basin
3 feat - 4.500 km2

Target area:
Central salt basin

0 feat - 13.000 km2

Analog area:
Cenozoic structures

5** feat - 10.000 km2

Play 7 Jurassic – Total Overall Risk

Target area:
Cenozoic structures
4  feat – 49.100 km2

Target area:
Unstructured

0 feat - 33.500 km2

Target area:
Unstructured

0 feat - 33.500 km2

Target area:
Unstructured

0 feat - 33.500 km2

The Methodology IV
Yet-to-Find calculation North-East Greenland

Oplægsholder
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For the Jurassic play (Play 7), this would look like this, where the mean volume is derived by the Pool Size Distribution tool



Play 10 – Late Carboniferous
Few large leads mapped following 
recent exploration, but all in areas 

with extremely low POS

Play 12 – Devonian
Only very few leads mapped following 

recent exploration. Only very restricted 
area with some potential

Play 11 – Early Carboniferous
Few very large leads mapped following recent 
exploration, but all in areas with extremely low 

POS

Play 9 – Permian
Very few leads mapped following recent 

exploration, all in areas with very low 
POS.

Very restricted exploration potential

Play 8 – Triassic
Very few leads mapped 

following recent exploration, all 
in areas with very low POS.

Extremely restricted exploration 
potential 

The Methodology IV
Plays not considered in YTF – High Risk
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In North-East Greenland, 5 of the analysed plays have not been included in the Yet-to-Find assessment due to their general high total risks. This applies to the Devonian, Carboniferous, Permian and Triassic play which all suffer from very deep burial and low chances of source rock presence



Mean Case Risked Risked Total Recoverable: 
6100 MMBOE 

The Methodology IV
Yet-to-Find calculation North-East Greenland

Oplægsholder
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TheYet-to-Find volumes in North-East Greenland amounts to the surprisingly low number of 6100 MMBOE risked recoverables.This reflects the general high risk values resulting from the deep burial of the most prospective plays but also the relatively small size of structures encountered although very large structures have also bee found.



AU2 Pmean:
~ 9.1 BBOE

AU3 Pmean:
~3.7 BBOE

AU1 Pmean:
~5.5 BBOE

Risked, recoverable volumes
• YTF for AU1 Davis Strait and Labrador Sea - Pmean: ~5.5 BBOE
• YTF for AU3 Nuussuaq Basin and Disko West - Pmean: ~3.7 BBOE
• YTF for AU2 Baffin Bay - Pmean: ~9.1 BBOE
USGS assessment for West Greenland Pmean: ~6.1 BBOE
Significant upgrade due to acquisition of new data

• YTF for AU4 North-East Greenland - Pmean: ~6.1 BBOE
USGS assessment for North-East Greenland Pmean: ~31 BBOE
Major downgrade due to acquisition of new data and revised 
super-regional seismic stratigraphic interpretation
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AU4 Pmean: 
~6.1 BBOE

The Result
Yet-to-Find calculation Greenland
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By now, the absolutely most prospective areas of Greenland have been assessed.To sum up, the numbers for West Greenland are like this:5.5 billion barrels of mean, risked recoverable oil in AU13.7 billion barrels in AU3 and9.1 billion barrels in AU2The USGS assessment for West Greenland had a total of 6.1 billion barrels risked recoverable, and the significant upgrade in our assessment can be attributed to acqusition of new data and increased knowledge databaseIn North-East Greenland our assessment provides a mean of 6.1 billion barrels recoverable oil, far from the USGS assessment of around 31 billion barrels.The major down-grade was also here due to acquisition of new data resulting in a significant revision of the super-regional seismic stratigraphic interpretation which will be covered in a separate talk tomorrow.



The portal provides :
• All information on assessment process
• Download of extensive presentation material
• Download of ArcGIS projects with all ressource 

assessment information and possibility of 
enhanced GIS-Pax functionality

• Download of extensive document libraries
• Download of updated CPIs of all Greenland 

exploration wells

www.greenland-resource-assessment.gl
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All these data are available on the Greenland Ressource Assessment Data Portal where you may findAll information on the assessment processDownload detailed presentation material documenting all the different aspects of the assessment processAnd finally download the entire ArcGIS projects with all ressource assessment information, including extensive document libraries and updated CPIs of all Greenland exploration wells, and also this presentation after tomorrow.



Resource Assessment of Frontier Basins
An example from the play-based Greenland assessment

Martin Sønderholm (GEUS) and colleagues from GEUS, NUNAOIL and MRA


